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Mainly Tw  file is required for complete analysis
1. CFG-CONFIGURATION FILE
a. Station name and identification
b. Number and type of channels
c. Channel names, units, and conversion factors
d. Line frequency
e. Sample rate and number of samples at this rate
f. Date and time of first data value
g. Date and time of trigger point
h. File type

2. Dat-DATA FILE
Arranged in rows and columns Each row contains one sample point Each row contains n plus 2 entries
As many rows as needed First column is integer sample number Second column is sample time in μsec
All other columns contain sample values All data values are integers An ASCII end of file mark at the end

File Type and Description





Total number of channel 42, analogue channel 7, Digital channel 35

Description of analogue channel 

CT ratio 2000,1 type, default value shown in 
secondary

Description of Digital channel 

This is sampling frequency and number of sample. In this case sampling frequency 1000 Hz.
If zero is mention in place of sampling frequency then it means that  sampling frequency is
variable not fixed

File start time

Fault start time





Sample number

Sample relative time w.r.t file start time

Analogue values Digital values values

How .cfg and .dat connect with
each other?

Their name must be same



Data>fault calculator>single ended

𝐼𝐹 = 𝐼𝐴 + 𝐼𝐵

𝑍𝐹𝐴 =
𝑉𝐴
𝐼𝐴

𝑉𝐴

𝐼𝐵
𝐼𝐴

Voltage drop due to        is not seen 
by A end relay. That’s why Double ended
calculation is required. 
Accuracy will be better with double ended 
method but needs time sync other end 
DR for that.    

𝐼𝐵

End A End B

Fault Calculation

Positive and zero sequence impedance Select the channel where fault is there
manual selection

Output: % fault distance or Fault impedance



Data>fault Detector

❑ In this method automatically fault time 
is detected. No need to select the data 
by moving the pointer

❑ Fault distance detected 
❑ Faulted Phase detected 

Fault Calculation

Positive and zero sequence impedance 



Data>Adjust file times

Time Adjustment

❑ During a disturbance involving multiple 
location we need to sync the DR time. From 
PMU we
can decide the start time, then for each file 

we may add or minus required time to bring 
all of them in same time frame

❑ For international line with different time 
zone also  we can do this adjustment. So that 
we can analyse them together.



Channel >Software analogue channel 

Give a title of new channel

From drop down in the operator 
select the desire function. Then
replace the # value with proper channel number.
Example of negative sequence current is shown.

Finally click apply and Ok , in the DR window now 
a new channel will be added



Harmonics

View >Harmonics Table

By default 1st channel Harmonics is 
shown , to see harmonics of other 
channel select that channel



Data>Harmonics Analysis report 

The difference between Harmonics table and this report is that 
in previous method the analysis is done for a particular time where
the pointer is there. 

In this method complete analysis of the total time window is done 
for all the channel

Minimum % of Fundamental 
which needs to be reported

Start of Harmonics

Duration of harmonics



Generate SOE from Digital Channel

Open wavewin.exe and then open the desired folder where DRs are there. Window will look like below:

Step-2: select the .dat file and in the top menu 
bar :
Option>report>SOE list

This will give a SOE list based on the digital 
signal and make analysis easy



Anti theft/Idle charged line/AR successful from one end only 
Type-1: In such cases line without any LR will remain charged from one end and charging current will flow. So Angle 
between the voltage and current will be 90 degree. 

Type-2: However there are few special consideration for lines where L/R is there. These are as follows:
1. Case 1: Current used in distance protection = Line current – LR current
2. Case 2: Current used in distance protection = Line current

These two case are very tricky and proper analysis is required.  

A end B end

𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 0

𝐼𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

Case -1

𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = −𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

Case -2

𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 0

A end B end

𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒= 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟+ 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐼𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

Case -1
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟+ 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

= 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

Case -2

𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝐼𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔+ 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟



Type 1: Line has no L/R and AR successful from One end and immediate three phase tripping from other end:

Line 3 phase tripped from other end and 
Successful A/R from this end. V and I angle can 
be seen as 90 degree and Current leading the 
voltage. This is true for all the phases after A/R. 
Before A/R only the live two phase V and I 
angle were 90 degree. 

A/R



Case-1: Line has  L/R and AR successful from only One end and LR current is subtracted from Line current in Distance 
protection: 

Here IA leads VA by 90 degree as in distance 
relay the reactor current is subtracted and at 
this location only reactor current is flowing no 
line current that’s why phase opposition took 
place.

A/R from other end

I at this point lags V by 90 degree if A end is open

DR of this location

Also it is important to check value of current:
1. If line charged from A end then current =only 
charring current i.e 81 MVAR
2. If line charged from B end then current= reactor 
current i.e 57 MVAR

Also it is important to check value of current:
1. If line charged from A end then current =only 
charring current i.e 81 MVAR
2. If line charged from B end then current= reactor 
current i.e 57 MVAR

A end B endCharging MVAR 
81 MVAR

57 MVAR
Reactor



Case-2: Line has  L/R and AR successful from only One end and LR current is not subtracted from Line current in Distance 
protection: 

Here IA leads VA by 90 degree as in distance 
relay only line current is taken and as charging 
current > reactor current that’s why  the overall 
current polarity is capacitive

A/R from other end

DR of this location

Also it is important to check value of current:
1. If line charged from A end then current =Charging 

+ Reactor current
2. If line charged from B end then current= 0 

Also it is important to check value of current:
1. If line charged from A end then current =Charging 

+ Reactor current
2. If line charged from B end then current= 0 

A end B endCharging MVAR 
81 MVAR

57 MVAR
Reactor

I at this point leads  V by 90 degree as 𝑀𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟< 𝑀𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔



Identify Sending and Receiving end

Angle between Channel 1 and 5 i.e VA 
and IA is <90 degree means Power is 
flowing out from this node-sending 
node 



Identify Sending and Receiving end

Angle between Channel 1 and 5 i.e VA 
and IA is >90 degree means Power is 
flowing into this node—Receiving end 



❑ During Slow fault building mechanism
Like vegetation fault, conductor snapping 
etc Fault take place at the voltage peak.

dV/dt very fast as compared to dx/dt

A end B end

Slow Fault Building Mechanism

In Vegetation fault higher resistance 
is involved
so V & I angle is lesser compared to 

line angle 

Fault start at Voltage Peak

dv/dx when exceed 
insulation strength of
air, arc is formed



Vegetation fault

❑ Angle between Voltage and
Current much less than the line 

angle. In a 400 kV line angle is 
around 80 to 84 degree, 

❑ However it the above fault it is seen 
that the angle between V and I 
is only 11 degree. Indicating 
High resistance in the fault loop.

❑ This could be due to Vegetation fault.

Line Angle= tan−1
𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒



Another type of slow fault building mechanism is some solid fault due to kite thread, jumper snaping ect.
In this type resistance of the fault loop is less 

Angle between voltage and current close 
to line angle as no major resistive path is 
involved. 
In this case the angle is 76 degree i.e 
close to line angle 



Lightening Fault

High DC component, Fault can occur at any point in the 
voltage wave form

Fault at any point on Voltage waveform

In lightening fault, generally back flashover between tower 
and live phase wire took place. No resistive path is involved
hence Fault Angle is close to Line angle.



Secondary Arc Phenomena

Distorted waveform , High Harmonics content during Secondary arc period 

Primary arc extinct here 

Secondary arc extinct here
that’s why wave form become 
sinusoidal again 



Signature of Line after Tripping Where L/R is present 

Lines which are shunt compensated have
typical voltage waveform like this even after three 

phase tripping from both end. 

The frequency of these waveform depends on the 
percentage of compensation. 

3 phase tripping

Typical Waveform after 
tripping and with L/R 
present 



When a conductor snapping 
happens, it takes almost 0.6 sec 

to 1 sec for touching other phase 
or ground and develop fault. 

Using this signature it can 
reliably decided conductor 
snapping event by system 
operator and line charging 

decision can be taken

Broken Conductor



Case study: Tripping of 220 kV line on 30-11-2022 at 05:07 hrs

On 30th Nov 2022 220 kV line tripped due to Y-B phase fault as Y phase conductor snapped on B phase.   

Conductor snapped here 
Fault created here

This window is useful for broken conductor detection 
analysis



Case study: Tripping of 220 kV line on 30-11-2022 at 05:07 hrs
• I2 / I1 broken-conductor detection method- Gaya end DR:

Just before conductor snap all 
three phase is carrying 61 Amp 
and I1 is also 61 Amp and I2 is 5 
Amp

I2/I1 < 10%I2/I1 < 10%

Just after conductor snap 
and before it touches 
ground I2 is 19.57 Amp and    
I1 is 38 Amp

I2/I1 > 50%I2/I1 > 50%

Conductor snap detected



Continue..
• After the conductor is snapped and before it touched earthed object the current 

flowing in the broken conductor is charging current and led voltage by 90 degree. 
This also confirms conductor snapping.

Phasor 2 is current and phasor 6 is phase voltage

It can be seen that 
current and voltage is 
having 180 degree prior 
to conductor break and 
as soon as it is broken the 
current is leading voltage 
by 90 degree

180 degree 90 degree

Prior to conductor snap
After conductor snap



Case study: Tripping of 220 kV line on 30-11-2022 at 05:07 hrs
• V0 and V2 angle:

V0

V2

V2

V0

End 1 End 2

Angle between V0 and V2 at two 
end is of opposite sign



Generator Relay

In Grid side single phase R-E fault

Generator see the fault in R-Y phase as Delta-Star 
GT is there in between



Transformer Differential Relay

𝐼𝑝ℎ_𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 

𝑛=1

𝑁

𝐼𝑝ℎ

N is number of port

𝐼𝑝ℎ_𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 

𝑛=1

𝑁

𝐼𝑝ℎ

I diff

I Reset

K1 slope

K2 slope

This is out side fault that’s why 𝐼𝑝ℎ_𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =0

However 𝐼𝑝ℎ_𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 is high.

But no differential operation  



Tripping in RE Complex

During fault No significant increase in current 
from the End where only RE is Connected

𝐼𝐵
𝐼𝐴

RE

Current from This end 
very less.
This is typical signature,
This field is evolving and lot to learn yet
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